


“At least some sentiments were expressed, if not all”

This is a record of  a performative talk and 
discussion that took place at the CCA, Glasgow on 27 September 2015, as 

part of  the exhibition ‘The Shock of  Victory’.

Artists Joanna Peace and Serra Tansel spent June and July 2015 in 
Athens, Greece, as witnesses to and participants in a time of  intense 
political activity. Putting their bodies amongst many other bodies at 

protests and rallies and around tables - on the night of  the referendum on 
5th July 2015 and on many other nights - was an emotional and politicising 

experience for them both.

For this event the artists invited people from a range of  backgrounds and 
professions to contribute writing, images, music, film, objects and 

poetry that reflect upon, question or re-imagine the events of  summer 2015 
in Greece. These people are mostly Greek, though not all, and based in 

Athens, though some are now back in their respective European countries. 
What connects them is that they shared this time in Athens with 

Joanna and Serra.

With contributions from: Laura Bray & Dimitris Kassis; 
Becky Campbell; Catriona Gallagher; Dimitris Makropoulos; 

Panagis Marketos; Elisabeth Molin; Maria Papapostolou; 
Stelios Tsilioukas; Augustus Veinoglou; Talc Design Studio; 

and Lydia Lazari.

Watch the video of the event here: https://vimeo.com/141643915







I won’t spit on Greece
I will save my spit for others maybe
or
I will use it to water, to flourish my words

For such serious matters
My words sound too much like a game
but so does finance
and words on finance.

They both shed
Blood.
Tears.
Saliva even.
Denying, underestimating, manipulating material.

Think of  material then
The sea separating Greece from Turkey
or connecting.
We’re not in it or by it now.
How can I carry it to this room if  not with words?

The sea
C for cannibalism
What?
It all turned into words again

But there is a sea, really.
You can abstract it in finance, in words, in maps.
But how can you abstract the all inclusive hotels on the coast?
5 star hotels
7 star hotels
Maybe they all died a thousand light years ago, yet we see them just now.

All the refugees this sea swallowed,
maybe we will see them shine a thousand light years later.
Are they in heaven now?
What happened?
It all turned into words again.
But how can they turn into words for their families?
It’s disgusting.

A cry
A scream

Blood on their cheeks, they blushed, humiliated,
People killed themselves in Greece.
It all turned into finance again.

I want to spit on it all.
To wash it all,
with love. 







Τα μπάνια του λαού (Ta mpania tou laou) («i bagni del popolo»)

This particular phrase,which best translates in english as " the baths of  the people",is attributed 
to Andreas Papandreou (the most prominent political figure of  the 80's in greece,founder of  the 
socialist party (PASOK)and many-more achievements(*) to be checked in any wikipedia-style ar-
ticle),and was allegedly his final answer against the proposal of  some of  his political collaborators 
to conduct premature elections during the summer of  1987.He said NO,"We will not be ruining 
the baths of  the people".

By baths of  the people ,of  course,what is being referenced is by no means limited to the right of  
every greek citizen to attend any nearby beach during summer ,without any sort of  disruption 
of  the hedonistic (primarily consumerism-oriented) dimension that such an activity is culturally 
imbued with.The basic connotation refers to this condition as a silent peace contract between the 
people and any agents of  state authority in this country,and is emphasized through the way the 
phrase is consumed and deployed in various contexts,especially the press: Usually,the formulation 
"baths of  the people" is accompanied by the word "holy".

Such a "contract" falls within a long tradition of  greek populist political narrative, in accordance 
with which the people of  this country have suffered perennially (from antiquity up to this present 
day!)and therefore are entitled to every indulgement necessary for forgetting this suffering.One's 
right of  indulging in the greek summer unobstructed is certainly one of  the elementary condi-
tions.



























Contemporary	education	

Democratic	decision	procedures	

	

Lesson	3	

	

This	lesson's	vocabulary	

Referendum:	a	general	vote	by	the	electorate	on	a	single	political	question	which	has	been	referred	
to	them	for	a	direct	decision	

Relevendum:	a	referendum	in	which	the	question	referred	to	the	electorate	regards	the	relevance	of	
political	decisions		

Revelendum:	a	relevendum	that	reveals	the	electorate's	irrelevance	to	the	decision		

	

This	lesson's	practice		

Try	to	answer	the	following	multiple	choice	quiz		

Directions:	Select	the	best	answer	from	the	given	options		

	

What	is	a	bailout	referendum?	

A.	A	relevendum	

B.	A	revelendum	

C.	All	those	lies	above		

D.	None	of	the	above		

	

Congratulations.	Whatever	your	answer,	you	are	a	winner.		

Always	choose	to	practice	your	rights.	

Participation	is	the	key	to	democratic	decisions.		

You	may	proceed	to	the	next	lesson.	

	

	





Betrayal

Rage and fear tearing us apart 
while endless talks became an art 

The great Scottish into our hearts
playing with the cost benefit apps
by mistake restoring the class
such a proud poor Balcan ass

 A burst from the earth
 “freedom and death”
 “Rebel  at any cost”
   hollowed our ghosts

“Such a passion deserves to be heard” 
 said the Trickster to its herd

He promised that there want be any blood 
comforting our fear to his next ad.

so we said no
raiding the sky
we had won 
for the very first time
and like in love
we heavily crashed 
as the wheelchair man left us to dry
betrayed by our fear for tears and blood
our remote control revolution was unmasked
Can we truly rebel if we love our lives so much? 

Shadows of fear are passing by
a dark revolution settles nearby
how to transcend? 
and where to fly?
at Company's hills
lies
the only light



The breach of  St. Antony’s djike near Amsterdam 

Population split in half. Unity is broken. Water un contained is flooding 
the harmonic artificial human environment. Insecurity lurks into people’s 
hearts. Quiet is overtaken by noise. People shout from across the banks 
to each other. The sound of  water gushing through the cracked rock, it is 
louder than their voices. The continuum of  present to past is cut and 
people loose their footing to their collective and personal histories, 
momentarily only to begin weaving a new one along with the weaving of  
temporary dikes out of  willow branches and rope. Water must be stopped. 
The grid is ready to be thrown down to the canals bed, kept 
under surface with the help of  sandbags and rocks. Nature isn’t 
vengeful it makes itself  explicable as it  presents itself  to us, gradually. We 
are patching up the passing from one era to the other, we patch our way 
through as we grow older, as we become wiser, the patches will be there 
and the patches will be there after we are gone. Those patches, our 
saviours and the wounds of  our kind.



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OeYnlKjabrA&feature=youtu.be

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OeYnlKjabrA&feature=youtu.be
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Greek left disappointed you and now you leave, 
you go back.. I am so sorry.

We keep this last promise that you and Joanna 
will be back soon. Filia.


